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                    Russell C. Jackson (Rusty)                	
                    Removed pdfs since they aren't necessary.

Added comments about why we rotate the journal in a planned failover.                	
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                    Branched a Unix only version of the SDP.
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                    21065                	
                    C. Thomas Tyler                	
                    Added document version and date (to be updated manually).



Updated checkpoints.rep in journalPrefix path to journals.rep.



Added sections to correct page numbers, so we don't have (e.g.)

page 6 of 5.



Tweaked doc titles to "Disaster Recovery Failover Plan/Unix/Replica Server"

and "Disaster Recovery Failover Plan/Unix/Standby Replica Server,"

to more closely match file name and content.



Tweaked to consistently use the word 'failover', replacing

variants like "fail-over" and "fail over."



Minor cosmetic tweaks.
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                    Changed the name from Linux to Unix.



  Moved the files from docx to odt to be more Unix/Linux friendly. Created a

  PDF for people using Windows.



  Changed the Release Notes to refer to the Workshop rather than duplicating

  change information in that file.
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